got itself as antique, anybody's antique, into the Hands of the connoisseur
or 'the dealer', either coming or going—the whole country never grows,
or, having grown must soon degenerate. I do not believe we are a people—
as has been said—'passing from barbarism to degeneracy never having
known a civilization.' We are too ignorant and new for anything to happen
to us on the high plane of degeneracy.
No, we are an ethically confused but still morally strong and simple-
hearted people, a people that will yet instinctively bring forth a strong
and healthy art when ethics and a true philosophy take hold. Let us, there-
fore, at the moment console ourselves with the thought that we cannot
yet degenerate. We cannot degenerate because in art, generation itself is
something American culture has not yet known. This affair we choose to
call taste may pall and change—as it does continually. But thank whatever
Gods may be it is not high enough as a quality to degenerate.
THE OLD ORDER
The United States of America while still very young in years is grown
old at a tragic rate. But unfortunately for the new architectural oppor-
tunities trying to emerge as natural, or native, we are too old—because
all that such pseudo-classic architects as we have had to copy from as
architecture was never more in the original than a kind of antique sculp-
ture. That is to say, all these ancient buildings we owe to pseudo-classic
traditions were at one time some great block-mass of building material,
'sculped7, that is to say fashioned from the outside into taste-conceived
and desired or necessary 'features'. They were therefore exterior in Idea •
and relatively exterior in every sense. Always there was an 'outside' as an
outside. And the 'inside' was there merely as an inside. Outside and inside
were usually quite separate, wholly independent of each other. Holes
were cut into the block-mass at intervals for a little light and some air$
the deeper the hole looked to be, that is to say the thicker the sides of the
hole were—the architects called these sides the 'reveal'—the better.
Great attention was paid to a rather pretentious hole to get inside by,
or to get out by ... So, pseudo-classic buildings resembled more or less
trimmed-up masonry fortifications. Often the originals were actual
fortifications. Quite necessary to be fortified in those days.
Yes, the houses and public buildings had to be fortifications, for civiliza-
tion itself was first and foremost fortified: that is to say, it was frankly
founded upon force. So, usually, so-called classical and even feudal dwell-
ings were little masonry caverns. If more pretentious, they were? at best,
great caves.
Thus viewed in the perspective of this new ideal of lightness and
strength conquering space, we must conceive this old architecture a
sculptured block of building material as hollowed out within. Or we
cannot imagine anyone living in it at all. All life then was living in the
heart of a hollowed-out masonry block if the grammar of building in that
time had any meaning.
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